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Abstract 
Realistic water simulation has been one of the classic challenges of real-time computer graphics, especially in 3D 
games and animations. The paper proposed an improved water simulation method based on sine function. Using GPU 
programming, realized real-time water rendering on 3D game scene. At the same time, by using cube map, rendering 
to a texture, projective texturing and normal mapping techniques, etc, the paper implemented the reflection and 
refraction, and put forward a simple method to enhance waves and ripples effect. Experimental results demonstrate 
this simulation method is realistic, rapid and applicable in real-time 3D games. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Natural scenery simulation and rendering is always an important component of virtual reality, and also 
a research hotspot in computer graphics. As a part of natural scenery, water simulation is a very important 
role for enhancing the reality and immersion in virtual reality. The paper will focus on realistic lake water 
simulation on 3D game scene, and integrate per-pixel lighting effect used to real-time rendering [1]. 
Unlike ocean water, lake water does not have large rolling swells, but the surface geometry consists of 
high frequency, non-uniform perturbations that give the surface a subtle chopping resulting in slightly 
distorted reflection and refraction [2]. The paper uses sine function to represent the water surface, because 
the mathematical model for sine function is simpler, continuity and differentiability is better. Moreover, 
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considering that the realistic water simulation also include lighting and shadow, the paper based on 
physical model of water wave, uses rendering to a texture and normal mapping techniques, etc, realizes 
water reflection and refraction effect. The method kept the waveform in physical properties, and also 
reflected the water and lighting interaction properties, greatly enhanced realistic water effect. 
2. The Realization of 3D Water Surface 
The paper uses a sum of sine functions to simulate the height field of water surface. In processing each 
mesh vertex, sampled the (x, y) position of sine functions as horizontal position, and sampled normal of 
sine functions to generate the normal texture map [3]. First we need to select a sum of sine waves and 
then give the equation of wave i as a function of horizontal position (x, y) and time (t). The total surface 
equation can be described using the equation (1) and (2):
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Here W is the height value for each mesh vertex. A is the height from the water plane to the wave crest. 
D is the horizontal vector perpendicular to the wave front along with the crest travels. ω is the speed of 
wave propagation. 
The equation (2) gives an explicit function to represent the water surface, so we can calculate the 
partial derivatives in x and y directions, respectively as binormal vector and tangent vector of each mesh 
vertex. The binormal vector and tangent vector can be described using the equation (3):
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The normal vector is given by cross product of binormal vector and tangent vector, as shown in 
equation (4):
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If water surface is relatively calm, equation (2) is acceptable. But in ordinary circumstances, the real 
water waves have sharper peaks and wider troughs, which can not generate by summing sine waves 
directly because standard sine waves are too smooth for turbulent streams. There is a simple variant of 
sine function to achieve this effect. We offset our sine function to be nonnegative and raise it to an 
exponent k, so the modified equation for sine waves in 3-D spaces is shown in equation (5):
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In equation (5), we can choose different K value to generate various kinds of water. The bigger value 
of K makes shaper peak in waves. Figure 1 shows the wave shapes generated by deferent K value. 
Fig 1. Various turbulent waves (K=1, 2, 3), when the exponent K is raised above 1, the peaks sharpen and the valleys flatten. 
3. The Realization of Lighting Effects 
The key point of water animation's quality is wave modeling and rendering algorithm. For real-time 
rendering, we need to consider not only the lighting and shadow effect that can bring full visual immersed 
sense; but also need to consider the computing efficiency, in order to meet the needs of real-time 
animation. 
3.1. Reflection 
For water surface reflection, if only consider the sky, the clouds and infinite the distant objects 
reflection, then only need to consider the water specular reflection effect. Therefore, for this part of 
environment map, can use cube texture map [4]. 
Cube texture map technique is a simple and effective method to simulate 3D scene. First we need to 
provide six 2D texture images, respectively corresponding to six surfaces in model space. In calculating 
the reflection map on the water surface, we can generate a ray from viewpoint to water surface, the ray 
and water surface intersect at point P. According to the reflect principle, angle of incidence is equal to 
angle of reflection. We can get reflect ray and cube texture intersection of the point Q, so the point P on 
the water surface is shown by the point Q on the cube texture. Compared to the spherical map, cube 
texture map get a kind of linear texture coordinates, it can avoid some problems caused by coordinates 
mapping. 
(a)                                                   (b)                                                 (c) 
Fig 2: (a) Water surface with no refection effect; (b) Water surface with cube texture map refection effect. The distance scene is 
reflected by the water surface plane; (c) Water surface with projective texturing map technique. That all scene objects are reflected 
by the water surface plane 
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Because cube texture map can only get the reflection effects in the distance, for the nearby object's 
reflection, we can use projective texturing map technique [5]. First of all, we do a mirror for all objects in 
the model space, relative to the water surface plane. Then render this mirror to an off screen surface as 
reflection map, and automatic clip reflected geometry above the water plane. While rendering, use each 
pixel as parameter in the projective space, and search the color value in the texture graphics, then add the 
reflection texture and the cube texture together. Due to the six surfaces on the cube texture is in the 
distance, therefore, this kind of superposition process equals to use reflection texture directly cover cube 
texture. 
3.2. Refraction 
Refraction, is because the light diffuse from one media to another different media will occur deflection. 
When the water is very calm, refraction is not obvious, commonly will feel the bottom becomes a litter 
shallow than usual; But when the water has waves, because different locations of the different inclination, 
the bottom of the water will occurred more migration, people will observe obviously refraction. The paper 
adopted the method of texture mapping to simulate refraction. Here we still follow the principle of Snell 
to calculate the direction of refraction light, and in order to avoid complex for the calculation of angle, we 
join another limit conditions, namely the incident ray, normal, refract light on the same plane, may 
introduce the Foley (1996) proposed equation: 
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In equation (6), T is the refract ray, N is the surface normal, E is the incident ray, and η1, η2is refractive 
index. When light from the media with big refractive index to the media with small refractive index, 
namely the value of η1/η2 greater than 1, take positive sign, contrarily take minus sign. 
Calculated the refract ray, only need to follow the ray, intersect with the water bottom, and inquires the 
texture value of the intersection point. For each rendering frame, we first render the scene to a texture, 
this forms the refractive map. Later, when we render the water plane, we will project this texture onto the 
water plane. The part of the refraction map that gets projected onto the water plane will correspond to the 
pixels seen through the water due to transparency. Figure 3 shows the water wave circumstance when 
joined the refraction texture effect, and can be observed because of refraction makes the straight line 
happened distortion underwater. After we have built the refraction and reflection maps and projected 
them onto the water plane, for each water plane pixel, there is a corresponding refraction and reflection 
texture value associated with it. We can then blend these refraction and reflection texture value together at 
each pixel, along with material and lighting results, to produce the final pixel colors for the water. 
     
(a)                                                           (b)
Fig 3: (a) Water surface with refraction effect; (b) Water surface with refection and refraction effect. 
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4. The enhancement of waves and ripples effect 
Based on the sine function, the wave animation effect is just a rough outline of the water surface, 
rendering effect is limited by the mesh spacing precision. We can use Bump Mapping technique [6] to 
enhance waves and ripples effect. In order to get the water surface undulate effects, we must first 
calculate surface waves of disturbance normal vector. The specific calculation formula has already given 
by (3) (4). To simulate waves and ripples, Through calculate in advance many bump texture maps, and 
use the animated scrolling normal texture maps used in lighting to perturb the projective texture 
coordinates used to sample the reflection and refraction maps. This creates a rippling effect. 
5. Conclusions 
The paper proposes an improved method of lake water simulation. The method is realized on the GPU. 
By building refraction and reflection maps, can capture the scene image underneath the water surface and 
the scene image reflected across the water plane. And then blend these refraction and reflection texels 
together at each water plane pixel, along with material and lighting results, to produce the final pixel 
colors for the water. The experimental results demonstrate that this simulation is realistic, rapid and 
suitable for real-time rendering in 3D games.  
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